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(54) Method for alerting a user of a road vehicle for a neighbouring priority vehicle

(57) Method for alerting a user of a road vehicle (B-
F, 4) for a neighbouring priority vehicle (A, 1), comprising
the steps of (a) providing that first data, referring to the
current position of the priority vehicle and/or the next part
of its planned route, are transmitted to the road vehicle
and/or its user, (b) providing that the road vehicle and/or
its user receives the first data and compares them to
second data, referring to the current position of the road
vehicle and/or the next part of its planned route, and (c)
providing that an alert is output to the user when the com-
parison of the first and second data indicates that the

current position or any position within the next part of the
planned route of the priority vehicle coincides with the
current position or any position within the next part of a
planned route of the road vehicle. The next part of the
planned route of the priority vehicle or road vehicle re-
spectively may cover at least the next two waypoints of
its route, and the current position of the priority vehicle
or road vehicle respectively may be represented by the
last passed waypoint and the next waypoint of its route.
In this way an alerting system for priority vehicles has
improved selectivity and is thus more effective.
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Description

[0001] This invention refers to a method and system respectively for alerting a user of a road vehicle for a neighbouring
priority vehicle.
[0002] Drivers listening to their car radio may potentially block emergency vehicles trying to thread their way through
the traffic.
[0003] Intended for tackling this problem US007446674 proposes a an emergency warning system arranged to detect
a predefined signal emitted by a right of way vehicle (called priority vehicle in this patent application) such as an ambulance,
police car, fire engine. The right of way vehicle transmits a specific predefined signal to a predefined area. The signal
is picked up by a receiver of the emergency warning system, which may be housed in a rear view mirror of a road vehicle
or a cell phone of the driver. After verification of the signal warning system emits a warning, preferably an audio warning
from a speaker housed in the internal rear view mirror or cell phone or telematics unit.
[0004] Drawback of the known system is a lack of selectivity, causing that e.g. not only vehicles are warned which
are moving in the same direction as the priority vehicle, but also vehicles driving in the opposite direction on roads with
dual carriageways.
[0005] One aim of the present invention is to provide an alerting system for priority vehicles having improved selectivity
and thus having more effect.
[0006] The present invention is based on but not limited to the use of nowadays vehicle navigation and/or route
planning systems in priority vehicles and/or other road vehicles, wherein the relevant positions and/or (part of) the
planned route of the priority vehicle is distributed to other users and compared with the user’s planned route and an alert
is given when they match.
[0007] According to the invention, it is preferred to provide a method for alerting a user of a road vehicle for a neigh-
bouring priority vehicle, preferably comprising the steps of:

- providing that first data, referring to the current position of the priority vehicle and/or the next part of its planned
route, are transmitted to the road vehicle and/or its user;

- providing that the road vehicle and/or its user receives the first data and compares them to second data, referring
to the current position of the road vehicle and/or the next part of its planned route;

- providing that an alert is output to the user when the comparison of the first and second data indicates that the
current position or any position within the next part of the planned route of the priority vehicle coincides with the
current position or any position within the next part of a planned route of the road vehicle.

[0008] For instance, the next part of the planned route of the priority vehicle may cover at least the next two waypoints
of its route. The next part of the planned route of the road vehicle may also cover at least the next two waypoints of its
route. Waypoints may be defined as sets of coordinates that identify a point in physical space. For the purposes of
terrestrial navigation, these coordinates usually include longitude and latitude, and sometimes altitude (particularly for
air navigation). Waypoints have become widespread for navigational use since the development of advanced navigational
systems, such as the Global Positioning System (GPS) and certain other types of radio navigation. GPS systems are
increasingly used to create and use waypoints in navigation systems. A typical GPS based navigation device (receiver,
terminal) can locate a waypoint with an accuracy of some meters. Waypoints can also be included in a computer mapping
program and uploaded to such a navigation device, marked on the device’s internal map or entered manually into the
device as pairs of coordinates. In GPS navigation systems, a "route" is usually defined as a series of two or more
waypoints. To follow such a route, the GPS user navigates to the nearest waypoint, then to the next one in turn, until
the destination is reached.
[0009] Preferably, the formats of the first and second data meet the RDS-TMC and/or Alert C standards. RDS (Radio
Data System) is a communications protocol standard for embedding small amounts of digital information in conventional
FM radio broadcasts. The RDS system standardises several types of information transmitted, including time, station
identification and programme information. RDS-TMC (Traffic Message Channel) is a technology for delivering traffic and
travel information to drivers. It is typically digitally coded using the FM-RDS system on conventional FM radio broadcasts.
It can also be transmitted on DAB or satellite radio. It allows silent delivery of high quality accurate, timely and relevant
information, in the language chosen by the user and without interrupting normal services. Services, both public and
commercial, are operational now in many countries worldwide. When data is integrated directly into a navigation system,
this gives the driver the option to take alternative routes to avoid traffic incidents. Each traffic incident is sent as a TMC
message. One message consists of an event code and a location code in addition to time details. The message is coded
according to the Alert C standard. It contains a list of max 2048 events (1402 pr 01.02.2007) which can be translated
by a TMC receiver into the language of the user.
[0010] Location code tables are maintained on a national level and assign numbers to locations on the road network.
Those location tables are integrated in the maps provided by NAVTEQ© and Tele Atlas©.
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[0011] The user (driver) of the road vehicle may preferably be alerted by means of its radio receiver and/or navigation
system.
[0012] The first data may be broadcasted directly by the priority vehicle to the road vehicles in its neighbourhood. As
an alternative the first data may be broadcasted to the road vehicles via any suitable broadcast system, e.g. a national,
regional or urban radio broadcast system.
[0013] Hereinafter the invention will be discussed with reference to some figures, showing schematically an exemplary
embodiment of a system which is enabled to perform the method according to the present invention.

Figure 1 shows part of a map, including the positions of a priority vehicle and some common road vehicles;

Figure 2 shows an illustration of an exemplary embodiment of system arranged for data exchange and processing
between and in the vehicles concerned.

[0014] Figure 1 shows part of a city map, including the positions of a priority vehicle A and some common road vehicles
B - F. Further, several waypoints (see discussion hereinabove) are shown, indicated as a - g. Figure 1 illustrates a
situation that priority vehicle A approaches a crossing, indicated by waypoint b. The next part of the planned route
(marked rA) of priority vehicle A -stored in its route planner- is waypoint b, turning to the right towards waypoint c, turning
to the right towards waypoint d. A (non-priority) road vehicle B approaches crossing b from another direction. A vehicle
C drives between waypoints b and c; a vehicle D drives from waypoint c towards b; a vehicle E drives towards the
crossing marked by waypoint c; a vehicle F drives between waypoints f and g. It is presumed that vehicles B, C and D
should be alerted to the approach of priority vehicle A. If the road between waypoints b and c would be a dual carriageway,
however, vehicle D should not be alerted. Vehicle E should or should not be alerted, depending on the distance between
vehicles E and A. It is possible that vehicle E is not alerted initially; if, however, vehicle E would be delayed, an alert
could be generated as yet. Vehicle F should not be alerted.
[0015] According to the present invention, first data, referring to the current position of the priority vehicle A and/or
the next part of its planned route rA, are transmitted to all road vehicles and/or their drivers at least in the neighbourhood
of vehicle A, thus including vehicles B - F. Said next part of the planned route of the priority vehicle A covers, for instance,
the next two waypoints of its route, i.e. waypoints b and c. Those first data, e.g. represented by <b-c>, are transmitted
either locally, regionally or nationally and are intended to be received by e.g. the navigation receivers and/or radio
receivers installed in the vehicles or separately held by their drivers. The first data may be transmitted to those
receivers directly, i.e. by means of a transmitter installed in the priority vehicle, or indirectly, via any broadcast network.
In the latter case the planned route of the priority vehicle has to be transmitted first to any node or server of such broadcast
network. Said first data may be formatted in conformity to the RDS-TMC and related standards.
[0016] Each road vehicle B - F, via its installed receiver, or its user, via his/her personal receiver, receives the first
data <b-c> from vehicle A (directly or indirectly, via any wireless network) and compares them to second data, referring
to the current position of the road vehicle (or its user) and/or the next part of its route. For vehicle B those second data
can be represented in the example by <b-c>, for vehicle C <c-w> (waypoint w being any next waypoint after waypoint
c, which could be waypoint d), vehicle D <b-x> (waypoint x being any next waypoint, which could be waypoint a), vehicle
E <c-y> (waypoint y being any next waypoint, which could be waypoint c), and vehicle F <g-z> (waypoint z being any
next waypoint after waypoint g). So the first and second data are compared in all those vehicles B - F:

[0017] In the cases 1 - 4 an alert is output to the users and/or the road vehicles B - E, as the comparison of the first
and second data indicates that any position within the next part i.e. between the first and second next waypoints b
and c of the planned route of the priority vehicle coincides with any position within the next part of a planned route of
the road vehicle.
[0018] When it is preferred that also the current position of each vehicle should be taken into account, not only their
two next two waypoints should be exchanged and compared, but also their last passed waypoints (as the vehicles’
current positions always will be located between their last passed waypoint and their next waypoint) . The matching
results would then look like:

1. B <b-c> is compared with A <b-c>, resulting in a match of waypoints b and c

2. C <c-w> is compared with A <b-c>, resulting in a match of waypoint c

3. D <b-x> is compared with A <b-c>, resulting in a match of waypoint b

4. E <c-y> is compared with A <b-c>, resulting in a match of waypoint c

5. F <g-z> is compared with A <b-c>, resulting in no match of waypoints
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[0019] From the above table it may be clear that a decision should be made in the matching software whether
(see figure 1) vehicles D and E should or should not be alerted to the approach of priority vehicle A, as vehicle D drives
on the oppositely to vehicle A and vehicle E is still at a large distance from vehicle A.
[0020] Figure 2 shows an illustration of an exemplary embodiment of system arranged for data exchange and process-
ing between and in the vehicles concerned. A priority vehicle 1 (A in figure 1) is provided with first navigation means 2,
arranged to provide first data (e.g. <a-b-c>, see figure 1) referring to the current position (viz. between waypoints a-b)
and/or the next part of its route (viz. waypoints b-c), as well as transmission means 3 arranged to transmit, either directly
or indirectly, the first data to the road vehicle and/or its user. Each road vehicle 4 (B - F in figure 1) and/or its user (not
shown) is provided with second navigation means 5, arranged to provide second data (e.g. <b-c-w>) for vehicle C),
referring to the current position (viz. between waypoints b-c) and/or to the next part of its planned route (waypoints c-
w), as well as receiving means 6 for receiving, either directly or indirectly, e.g. via any network 7, the first data from the
priority vehicle. Further, processing means 8 are arranged in (each) vehicle 4 to compare the first (e.g. <a-b-c>) and
second data (e.g. <b-c-w>) and providing that an (e.g. audible and/or visible) alert is output to the user when the
comparison of the first and second data indicates any match (e.g. b and/or c) of, on one side, the current position or the
next part of the planned route of the priority vehicle A (<a-b-c>) and, on the other side, the current position or the next
part of the planned route of the road vehicle (<b-c-w> for vehicle C). As there is a match between the first and second
data, viz. the waypoints b and c, the navigation system 5 installed in road vehicle C will output an alert to its driver,
warning him/her for the approaching priority vehicle A.

Claims

1. Method for alerting a user of a road vehicle (B-F, 4) for a neighbouring priority vehicle (A, 1), comprising the steps of:

- providing that first data, referring to the current position of the priority vehicle and/or the next part of its planned
route, are transmitted to the road vehicle and/or its user;
- providing that the road vehicle and/or its user receives said first data and compares them to second data,
referring to the current position of the road vehicle and/or the next part of its planned route;
- providing that an alert is output to the user when the comparison of the first and second data indicates that
the current position or any position within the next part of the planned route of the priority vehicle coincides with
the current position or any position within the next part of a planned route of the road vehicle.

2. Method according to claim 1, wherein said next part of the planned route of the priority vehicle or road vehicle
respectively covers at least the next two waypoints of its route.

3. Method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said current position of the priority vehicle or road vehicle respectively is
represented by the last passed waypoint and the next waypoint of its route.

4. Method according to any preceding claim, wherein the format of the first and second data meet the RDS-TMC and/or
Alert C standards.

5. Method according to claim 1, wherein the user is alerted by means of its radio receiver and/or navigation system.

6. Method according to any preceding claim, wherein the first data are broadcasted directly to any road vehicle in the
priority vehicle’s neighbourhood.

1. B <o-b-c> is compared with A <a-b-c>, resulting in a (double) match of waypoints b and c

2. C <b-c-w> is compared with A <a-b-c>, resulting in a (double) match of waypoints b and c

3. D <c-b-x> is compared with A <a-b-c>, resulting in a (double) match of waypoints b and c (however in opposite 
direction, which, arbitrary, could or could not be considered as a match);

4. E <d-c-y> is compared with A <a-b-c>, resulting in a single match of waypoint c (which single match, arbitrary, 
could or could not be considered as a match);

5. F <f-g-z> is compared with A <a-b-c>, resulting in no match of waypoints.
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7. Method according to any preceding claim 1 - 5, wherein the first data are broadcasted to any relevant road vehicle
via any suitable broadcast system.

8. System for alerting a user of a road vehicle (B-F, 4) for a neighbouring priority vehicle (A, 1), wherein the priority
vehicle is provided with

- first navigation means (2), arranged to provide first data, referring to next part of its planned route, and
- transmission means (3) arranged to transmit, either directly or indirectly, said first data to the road vehicle
and/or its user;
wherein the road vehicle and/or its user is provided with
- second navigation means (5), arranged to provide second data, referring to next part of its planned route, and
- receiving means (6) for receiving, either directly or indirectly, said first data from the priority vehicle, and
- processing means (8), arranged to compare the first and second data and providing that an alert is output to
the user when the comparison of the first and second data indicates a match of, on one side, the current position
or the next part of the planned route of the priority vehicle and, on the other side, the current position or the
next part of the planned route of the road vehicle.

9. System according to claim 8, wherein the first navigation means are enabled to process waypoints (a-g) and wherein
the next part of the planned route of the priority vehicle covers at least the next two waypoints of its route and wherein
the current position of the priority vehicle is represented by its last passed waypoint and its next waypoint.

10. System according to claims 8 or 9, wherein the second navigation means are enabled to process waypoints and
wherein the next part of the planned route of the road vehicle covers at least the next two waypoints of its route and
wherein the current position of the road vehicle is represented by its last passed waypoint and its next waypoint.

11. System according to any preceding claim 8 - 10, wherein the first navigation means and/or the second navigation
means and/or the processing means are arranged to process the first and second data meeting the RDS-TMC
and/or Alert C standards.

12. System according to claim 8, wherein a radio receiver and/or navigation system of the user and/or the road vehicle
comprises or is linked to said processing means and is arranged to alert the user when said comparison of the first
and second data indicates said match.
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